Recognition
Program

At Isagenix we believe it’s important to celebrate success. Our Recognition
Program gives you special ways to let the world know that you’re a real
top achiever. This year we are introducing an exciting new level—the Silver
Circle. It distinguishes Consultants and Star Consultants who have truly
demonstrated the meaning of teamwork. And we don’t stop there. Our new
Certificate Program identifies Executives who prove to be excellent mentors
to their team. You can display them in your office or during meetings. Each gold
seal represents another Associate that you’ve helped rise to the Executive level.
There’s more great news! All of our recognition pins have a new,
sophisticated design that you’ll be proud to wear. You’ll receive your pin in an
elegant new package that can easily be used for display purposes. As you
can see, our Recognition Program really lets you showcase your success with
Isagenix.

Silver Recognition Levels
Consultant
You’ll achieve the rank of Consultant once you are active in the prior 30 days
and have personally sponsored one active Associate on both your left sales
team and your right sales team.
Star Consultant
Once you become a Consultant, you are eligible to become a Star Consultant.
You do this by remaining active and adding five personally sponsored active
Associates who have achieved the rank of Paid As Consultants.
Silver Circle
The Silver Circle is our new way of recognizing Consultants and Star
Consultants for achieving new milestones in the Team Compensation Plan. As
additional stars are earned, you will be awarded a new pin to commemorate
your success.
Here’s how it works:
1-Star Silver Circle

10 Cycles

2-Star Silver Circle

20 Cycles

3-Star Silver Circle

40 Cycles

4-Star Silver Circle

60 Cycles

5-Star Silver Circle

100 Cycles

6-Star Silver Circle

200 Cycles

100, 200- and 300-Pound Club
Associates who have lost 100 pounds or more are inducted into this
special club. They receive special recognition through a feature article.
Plus they get an award and free Celebration registration. If you know
someone who has lost 100 or more pounds with Isagenix products,
please submit their information to success@isagenix.net.

Gold Recognition Levels
Executive
Once you become a Consultant or Star Consultant, you can attain the rank
of Executive by being active and having personally sponsored 10 active
Associates with the rank of Paid As Consultants. To gain this status, five of
your 10 personally enrolled Consultants must be on your left sales team,
and five on your right sales team. In addition to 250 Team Bonus Cycles,
Qualified Executives may earn up to an additional 250 cycles per week in
Matching Team Bonuses for a single RBC.
Crystal Executive
If you become an Executive within six months of enrollment, you’ll be
recognized as a Crystal Executive. Crystal Executives receive an invitation
to the prestigious Founders’ Gala plus on-stage acknowledgment with an
elegant Crystal Award at our annual Celebration event.
Golden Circle
The Golden Circle program distinguishes Executives for reaching new
milestones in their Isagenix income. As additional Stars are earned, you’re
awarded an elegant new pin commemorating your achievement.
Here’s how it works:
1-Star Golden Circle

10 Cycles

6-Star Golden Circle

200 Cycles

2-Star Golden Circle

20 Cycles

7-Star Golden Circle

400 Cycles

3-Star Golden Circle

40 Cycles

8-Star Golden Circle

600 Cycles

4-Star Golden Circle

60 Cycles

9-Star Golden Circle

800 Cycles

5-Star Golden Circle

100 Cycles

10-Star Golden Circle

1000 Cycles

Million Dollar Earner
Executives who have collectively earned $1,000,000 or more since they’ve
joined Isagenix are recognized through the Million Dollar Earner program.

1 Star
Executive

2 Star
Executive

3 Star
Executive

4 Star
Executive

6 Star
Executive

Star Executive Achievement

Isagenix would like to congratulate and acknowledge you
for showing your leadership abilities by inspiring and motivating your
personally enrolledAssociates to share your success.
This is tocertify that

John Doe

has joined the elite Star Executive group by personally enrolling one or
moreAssociates who have achieved the Executive title. We applaud your
accomplishment and on behalf of all of us at Isagenix, we wish you and your
team continued success as you build your business.
Jim Coover, President/CEO

5 Star
Executive

7 Star
Executive

8 Star
Executive

9 Star
Executive

Kathy Coover, Executive Vice President

10 Star
Executive

Star Executive
Our Star Executive program recognizes Executives who help their Personally
Enrolled Associates become Executives. When you promote your first
Personally Enrolled Executive, you will receive a certificate welcoming you into
the Star Executive Program. For each Executive you promote, you will receive
another star and a new gold seal to commemorate your achievement. Earn up
to 10 stars!

email: recognition@isagenix.net

